ABBIATI CASINO EQUIPMENT CONFIRMS ITS PRESENCE AT G2E LAS VEGAS 2018
(Italy). The Italian company Abbiati Casino Equipment, supplier of casino products on international scale,
confirms its presence at the coming G2E Show, which will be held from 9th to 11th of October at the Sands
Expo & Convention Center, in Las Vegas.
The show represents for Abbiati an important opportunity to meet customers, especially from the America’s
market, and to offer them the possibility to see firsthand the high quality and design of their products. “Our
company continues to develop new lines and materials to anticipate market trends and make our
manufacture more captivating. G2E represents for us a relevant occasion where to present the latest designs
along with the versatility of our products.” said Giovanni Abbiati, founder and President of the company.
With growing business from west to east coast and throughout the Latin America and the Caribbean, America
represents for Abbiati an important market in which the company means to expand its business in the coming
years. “We want to focus on America’s market especially land casinos and cruises, which are our main
businesses. We continue our collaborations with important brands of the business; in particular, we continue
to be chosen by Carnival Cruises and MSC to supply their elegant and prestigious casinos on their vessels.
Our aim is to continue to grow in the cruise business by further partnerships with new companies.”
announced Giorgio Abbiati, CEO of the company.
Following the noteworthy success of the last 40-year experience, at G2E Las Vegas Abbiati will exhibit their
fine line of furniture.
One of the main products that visitors cannot miss to see is Abbiati’s Big Craps table, featured by refined
finishes and excellent materials. It represents the high standard of Italian quality and design that characterize
Abbiati as a leading manufacturer. The Big Craps table is constructed with walnut wood “Noce Canaletto”
with high gloss polyester and gold PVD finishing, which enable the table to satisfy the standards of the VIP
room for the most casinos around the world. This prestigious product is also predisposed for cameras and
Minimum/Maximum displays, as visitors will have the opportunity to see at Abbiati’s booth.
Abbiati will exhibit their high precision American Roulette wheel manufactured in black Corian® and erable
maple wood with gold PVD finishing. This is a GLI-25 certified American Roulette Laser Wheel, which
incorporate an upgraded patented invisible laser technology (Class 1A). Abbiati wheel can be connected and
run to online gaming terminals and winning number displays. Thanks to an open protocol Abbiati’s American
roulette wheel is installed and working in many casinos connected to the leading online gaming companies.
The wheel can connect to and run winning number displays, online gaming terminals and management
systems.
Show visitors will also see the Abbiati’s Lucky Ball side bet, one of the alternatives offered for American
Roulette game. It is played on a standard table with either a single or double zero roulette wheel. There are
four different colored bets available for player to choose. Players can place bets on each individual bet or on
all of them or any amount they choose.
During G2E, Abbiati will also exhibit their line of innovative casino currency products, in particular chips,
jetons and plaques, which incorporate different security features to prevent counterfeiting. It is important
to mention the patented line of “Tie” chips, featuring multiple injections, see-thru inserts and a combination
of intricate and innovative rim and edge inserts. All Abbiati casino currency products are available with
security features such as 13.56 MHz PJM RFID, 3-in-1 UV security feature, Laser Tracer technology, Optical
Variable Ink, high security holograms to name but a few. About plaques, it is important to mention the
Abbiati’s lines that enhance innovative security features like diamond or crystal, customized filigree,
customized hologram and new stripes’ collections, such as Silk Ribbon (mono and multi-colour), Glitter,
Transparent Strass Silk and Transparent Waves.

In addition to these security features, Abbiati’s plaques can be customised with real diamonds and gold
inserts for special customer’s request. This allows casinos to offer a dedicated line of plaques for their special
VIP rooms and players creating an extra value for them.
All Abbiati products can be customised according to the specific requests of the customer: this peculiarity
allows the company to satisfy different needs, in terms of quality, design, and budget, creating various
combinations of materials and styles.
Abbiati’s Business Development Manager for the Americas, Mrs. Misty Rodda revealed, “I am really excited
to attend my 5th G2E show in Las Vegas with Abbiati Casino Equipment and to represent the brand during the
exhibit. In particular, we are looking forward to expanding our line “Abbiati by Americas”, which is dedicated
to America’s market. It is composed of a wide range of tables and live gaming equipment offered with
competitive prices without reducing the quality standard of Abbiati.”
Abbiati Team invites all participants to visit their Booth n° 3423 to obtain any further information about their
products.

